A Common Sense Media Presentation

When can you trust what you find on the Internet? Join us for...

Internet Websites: Truth & Lies

Thursday, January 15, 2015
Marina Middle School (3500 Fillmore St.); 6-8pm
Learn to judge the trustworthiness and usefulness of websites.

ALSO, join us for...

“Technology in the Classroom” on Thursday, February 12, 2015
at the Curriculum & Instruction Building (750-25th Avenue) Multi-Purpose Room from 6-8pm.
Math Content Specialist Glenn Kenyon will conduct sessions for parents to learn and experiment with technology (such as iPads) currently in use in SFUSD classrooms. Participants will create examples of student projects and learn tips on how to assist students with technology use.

ALL SFUSD parents are encouraged to attend!

For more information and to RSVP: mcgaryr@sfusd.edu (415) 241-6607